HO3S
The HO3S-1 was the first Navy helicopter to replace fixed wing aircraft operating
with the fleet. From the 1920s on, seaplanes were the aircraft carried aboard battleships and
cruisers. In 1948 Sikorsky's newest production helicopter began to "supplement" the Curtiss
SC-1s on board fleet cruisers. Before long, supplement became replace. By late 1949, the
HO3S-1 had taken over; the seaplanes were gone.
Based on WW II experience with its initial R-4 (HNS-1) and the later R-5 (HO2S-1)
and R-6 (HOS-1) helicopters, Sikorsky developed its first S models, S-51s, for commercial
use in 1946. These were based on the R-5s, but were four-place rather than two-place, with a
bench seat for three passengers behind the pilot's seat. The P&W R-985 Wasp Jr. was
retained for power; the general configuration was similar but many improvements were
incorporated.
In September 1946 with Operation High Jump (the first postwar Antarctic expedition)
coming up, four S-51s were ordered, to be used from High Jump ships. Only minor changes
were made, principally the incorporation of an external auxiliary fuel tank and some coldweather modifications.
By January 1947, two had been ditched at sea but their overall effectiveness justified
ordering two replacements in February. In April, procurement of 20 more was authorized for
general fleet use, with changes to meet fleet requirements. Blade folding, an externally
mounted hoist, and Navy radio gear were to be incorporated in production. Before deliveries
began, 20 more were ordered. Ultimately, a total of 91 were delivered for Navy and Marine
Corps use.
By the end of the year deliveries were being made to squadrons on both coasts and,
following training, shipboard operations were under way in 1948. The concept of established
squadrons furnishing one or two-plane detachments to the operating ships was soon standard.
While the H03S-1 retained its observation designation, its fleet use was almost
entirely in the utility role, with early recognition of its value as a plane guard for carrier
operations. By 1950, fleet use of the helicopter was well established and improved models
were being developed.
With the outbreak of war in Korea, the HO3S-1 assumed a new role as a combat
rescue helicopter. While newer helicopters were coming on the scene, Marine H03S-1s (and
the Air Force H-s series "twins") successfully undertook the rescue of both downed aircrew
and injured ground personnel.
Because of the deficiencies in the H03S-1, an improved prototype, the XHO3S-2, was
developed during 1950. However, many of its improvements (such as all-metal, constantchord rotor blades replacing the tapered wood and metal ones) were derived from newer
models, and production turned to these, with no more HO3Ss being built. Even so, the
HO3Ss soldiered on with the fleet through most of 1954, and the last in shore-based service
was not stricken until 1957.

